
Bewerley Park Parent Evening 2019 - Summary of points 

 

 

Aim of the meeting is to outline the programme of study and the expectations of students so 

all runs smoothly 

 

The programme of activities. All will do full day kayak, Ghyll scramble, Brimham rock 

climbing 

 

The activities are carried out in groups of 12 and tomorrow at break all students have been 

asked to come to room 511 at break to organise these groups. We group friends together 

and then form bigger groups. A teacher is assigned to each group so they should be the first 

point of call 

 

These groups are only for activities and the rest of the time students can be with fiends 

within the site. 

 

Kit list recommendations on hand out (Can be collected from Mr Jones’ room) - No knives 

and all equipment is at the owner’s risk. Students will get wet twice; will need x 3 change of 

clothes for activities and need leisurewear for Friday, Saturday and Sunday 

afternoon/evenings 

 

Mobile phones - can be bought but cannot be taken on the activities and acceptable use is 

expected. Especially taking images with permission of students and staff. 

 

Old trainers are worn for the kayak and will get wet 

 

On Friday 28th students have 2 options - bring case/bag (Ideally one) and store it up in 

geography. At the end of the school day, they collect the bag and get changed out of school 

uniform into casual clothes for the rest of the evening.  

 

OR 

 

Parents bring bag in at end of school - We leave at 4pm prompt 

 

Students can bring school bags with them on trip or leave in locker at school but will need 

uniform on Monday! 

 

1st night - Arrive have dinner and then get a tour, settle into dorms and do fire drill and H&S 

then teamwork activities, free time then bed. Common room with pool and table tennis- 

There are vending machines and a tuck shop so money can be brought but £10 max 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Expectations: 

 

Students do not leave the site  

Follow instructions from centre staff /teachers at all times 

Dorms - danger - keep tidy (Check each morning) , no jumping or messing on with furniture 

etc. Boys and girls separate - Alarm system! (Lights out 10.30 ish or before if they wish) 

Breakfast is 8 am and we meet at 8.45 for briefings on the day’s activities 

Everyone attends all meals weather hungry or not 

 

It’s not a hotel holiday -  

 

Students will work as teams and will do much of the work. Making beds, clearing the tables 

after meals and setting them up, collecting equipment etc… all part of the experience 

 

Respect the site - its old and don’t go to areas where they are not allowed - no use of 

equipment without supervision 

 

School rules apply for the full weekend - we want to have a good time but there are still 

expectations with - language, attitude, no smoking, drinking…. If an issue is serious, we will 

contact parents to collect if needed. In past students have had to stay on site due to silly 

behaviour.  

Sensible behaviour on the activities - twisted ankles and mud in eyes in the past 

 

Day 2 same routine- evening we have a walk to the local town where students can go to the 

local Spar  - no energy drinks. Students need to be sensible walking on the road. 

 

Last day - Dorm check - last activity then back to get changed - return all kit - make sure it is 

looked after throughout the stay. 

 

Leave at 4.30pm and be back ideally 5.45pm - 6.00pm – we will get students to text/ring if 

parents could be prompt with collection from the front of school 

 

Medical - all consent forms in spares to complete - let us know of any changes. 

Send any medicine in on the day of the trip - we assume self-medication unless stated on 

the form otherwise. 

 

If students feel ill at all - even small let us / instructor know so we can deal with. 

Issues of any type - let us know rather than ringing home 

 

School mobile phone number - 07958712651 

 


